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We document differential private information in cross-border asset pricing using the probabil-
ity of informed trading (PIN) for Canadian shares traded on both sides of Niagara Falls. Relative
to the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) has more informed
trades and a larger information share. This cross-border information imbalance is associated
with small but positive price premiums in New York as predicted by a model. The dynamics
of these premiums depends on trade informativeness. Lastly, the PIN for TSX trading typically
rises upon cross-listing on the NYSE, which is consistent with the negative event-study
response.













In the market microstructure literature, “fragmentation” refers to domestic multi-marketing trading of a stock. Cross-listing2 is
a cross-border version of fragmentation. Consequently, the same questions asked of domestically-fragmented trading also arise
with international cross-listing. If a stock is listed on both home and foreign exchanges, where does price information originate
and where does price discovery take place? What is the dynamic relationship between the two? Do both markets reflect the
same fundamental values? Does the trading of identical stocks in two distinct markets reveal the same information about the
company? Hasbrouck (1995) confirms that the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) dominates other regional exchanges in contrib-
uting to price discovery: Order purchase agreements may seek to divert small retail trades to regional locations but leave the larg-
er and potentially more information-based trades to the NYSE.When a non-U.S. stock lists on the NYSE, the host exchangemay no
longer be the overwhelming source of new information being collected about the cross-listed pair. On the other hand, trades on
the non-U.S. home exchange can be more influential if more information (either private or public) is traded in the home market.
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In this paper, we study the trading of Canadian shares cross-listed on the NYSE, along with their original listings on the Toron-
to Stock Exchange (TSX). The Canadian shares traded in the U.S. are identical to those traded at home in terms of dividends, voting
rights, and other characteristics, and can be bought and sold on either market. Furthermore, the U.S. and Canadian economies are
highly integrated, implying virtually identical costs of capital and approximately the same stock prices in both markets. However,
can information asymmetry explain cross-border pricing effects for Canadian shares listed in both Canadian and U.S. equity mar-
kets? While a positive but small relative premium3 in New York trading is not likely to yield consistent arbitrage profits after con-
sidering bid-ask spreads and other trading costs, it may, as we shall see, reveal the impact of private information in interesting
and useful ways.
Eun and Sabherwal (2003) and Gagnon and Karolyi (2004, 2010) document price differentials between Canadian cross-
listings in the U.S. and their original listings in Canada. Our theoretical arguments and empirical results show that information
asymmetry that varies across the border, firms, and time can explain these price differentials. The probability of informed trading
(PIN) on a stock proxies for the proportion of informed transactions among all trades in a particular market. Following Easley et al.
(1996b), we individually estimate PIN for both the TSX and NYSE trading of each cross-listed pair.
Easley et al. (2002) note that, in equilibrium, a high-PIN stock carries an adverse-selection discount. Similarly, we reason that a
non-zero price gap arises between New York and Toronto trades if onemarket features relatively more private information. Build-
ing on the noisy rational expectations model of Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), we show that a higher-PIN TSX-listed stock must
trade at a lower price than on the NYSE in a no-arbitrage equilibrium given a sufficient condition of “home market liquidity dom-
inance.” Put another way, a price discount is needed to induce buyers to trade in the market which is more likely to be plagued by
informed traders.
Hasbrouck's (1995) “information share” is a relative measure of the contribution made by a particular stock exchange to price
discovery when trade in an asset is dispersed across multiple domestic sites. This idea is also valid beyond the border. The ex-
change with a higher proportion of informed traders (PIN) is expected to lead the other market in cross-border price discovery,
reflected in a higher information share. Given a “Trans-Niagara” imbalance in asymmetric information, a slightly higher NYSE
price is sensible. The volatility of the relative premiums in New York (Panel A of Table 2) can attract arbitrageurs. In turn, the de-
gree to which arbitrage pushes NYSE and TSX prices to converge to parity can be measured by the convergence speed parameter
of Gagnon and Karolyi (2004). We relate the estimated convergence speed to trade informativeness (PIN) in order to explain the
dynamics of cross-border arbitrage returns.
Cross-listing appears to affect the home exchange in a number of dimensions. Foerster and Karolyi (1998) report that, on av-
erage, the bid-ask spread narrows on the TSX once a stock also starts trading in New York. The TSX price also experiences negative
abnormal returns at the time cross-listing commences (Foerster and Karolyi, 1999). Given that fewer noise trades occur in the
market with lower trading costs (Eun and Sabherwal, 2003), a higher proportion of informed traders on the TSX is likely after
a cross-listing on the NYSE.
The main empirical findings of our study are as follows. First, relative to the NYSE, the TSX has a denser population of informed
traders (higher in PIN) and typically accounts for more of the measured information share. This is explicit evidence of the in-
formed traders' contribution to cross-border price discovery, confirming Eun and Sabherwal's (2003) finding. The reason for
using the PIN to proxy for information asymmetry is that its cross-border difference is central to the relative pricing of cross-
listings. An implication of our extension of Grossman and Stiglitz's (1980) noisy rational expectations model (presented in
Section 2) is that relatively better liquidity (lower relative quoted spread) on the TSX supports a slightly positive premium for
NYSE trading relative to TSX trading. A higher PIN on one exchange reflects a larger proportion of informed traders who have a
better understanding of the firm. This may result, in part, from the Canadian regulatory environment of more limited prosecution
of insider trading (King and Segal, 2004). Nonetheless, the exchange with relatively more informed traders is more likely to gen-
erate relevant information that stokes price discovery in both markets.
Second, the tendency of pairs of prices to converge appears to be fostered by discretionary liquidity traders. This finding is
novel among the handful of articles that relate premiums and discounts on pairs of cross-listed shares to information asymmetry.4
It turns out that lower-PIN pairs converge more rapidly to parity, perhaps because arbitrageurs avoiding informed traders feel rel-
atively comfortable dealing with a large proportion of non-discretionary liquidity traders. Thus, a low PIN on a pair with a quickly
vanishing premium reflects active participation of discretionary liquidity traders. “Statistical arbitrage” (or pairs trading) trades
do not require private information on the stock, only timely execution and unwinding of positions.
Finally, the PIN on a TSX-listed stock, on average, rises upon cross-listing on the NYSE. In other words, the information asym-
metry surrounding a Canadian issuer intensifies once it cross-lists in the U.S.5 This increase in adverse selection is consistent with
documented negative abnormal returns on the TSX upon cross-listing (Foerster and Karolyi, 1999). If insiders of Canadian firms
trade on private information that undermines shareholder value on the TSX, they contradict Coffee's (1999) bonding hypothesis,
which posits that managerial incentives of cross-listing firms are aligned with shareholders' interests.
3 We define the relative premium of a cross-listed stock traded on a foreign exchange as the foreign market price relative to the homemarket price, adjusted by
the exchange rate. For January 1998 through December 2000, the ten-minute frequency relative premium for 56 pairs of Canadian stocks traded on the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) has arithmetic mean, median, and standard deviation of 0.00306, 0.00004, and 0.03031 respective-
ly (Panel A of Table 2). This is not to be confused with the term “cross-listing premium” defined by Doidge et al. (2004) as the value of foreign firms cross-listed in
the U.S. relative to those not cross-listed based on Tobin's Q ratio.
4 Gagnon and Karolyi (2009) find that, controlling for various proxies for information asymmetry, holding costs of long-short portfolios of cross-listed pairs
significantly explain the cross-sectional and time-series variation in price parity deviations.
5 This finding provides an answer to the open question mentioned in the conclusion of Halling et al. (2008).
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These three key results illustrate “how information asymmetry is priced” in stock trading fragmented across a border, over
time, and around cross-listing events. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 shows the existence
of a positive relative premium with an extended version of Grossman and Stiglitz's (1980) model. Section 3 presents key hypoth-
eses based on the existing literature. Section 4 reasons our choice of Canadian cross-listed pairs to study asymmetric information
effects on relative pricing, describes the datasets and variables, and exhibits preliminary results. Section 5 provides our main em-
pirical results. We conclude in Section 6.
2. Extended Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) model
Easley et al. (2002) note that, in equilibrium, a high-PIN stock carries an adverse-selection discount since it requires an addi-
tional return.6 Similarly, we reason that, for a cross-listed stock, cross-listing yields a positive relative price premium if the orig-
inal home-listing carries more private information. For a Canadian company that trades at pT>0 on the TSX, its cross-listing on
the NYSE is priced at pN>0 with the same underlying fair value, adjusted for the exchange rate.
The cross-listing on the NYSE can be priced as pN=pT+α(πT−πN) for some α>0, where πT and πN are the respective propor-
tions of informed traders on the TSX and the NYSE whose empirical proxies are the exchange-specific PINs. Thus, the relative pre-
mium is determined as follows:







where αpT captures the base of cross-border arbitrage return.
Following the noisy rational expectations model of Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), informed traders and uninformed traders
have respective proportions on their own exchanges of πi and (1−πi), where i=T(SX),N(YSE). Arbitrageurs do not have an a priori
proportion on either exchange in a “no-arbitrage” equilibrium. Informed traders and uninformed traders share the same constant
relative risk aversion (CARA) utility function with a risk aversion coefficient (ρ) or a risk tolerance parameter (η≡1/ρ). Arbitra-
geurs are risk-neutral.
The future earnings (υ) of the firm is uncertain, υ∼N υ;σ2υ
 
. Informed traders receive a signal S about υ with random noise
εs∼N(0,σs2), such that S=υ+εs. The exchange-specific aggregate supply of shares is Yi∼N yi;σ2i
 
and is proportionately driven
by uninformed (noise) traders. For convenience, all variances are expressed in precision terms in the following discussion:
τυ≡1/συ2,τi≡1/σi2, and τs≡1/σs2.
Neither informed nor uninformed traders cross the Niagara Falls, and they trade on their own exchanges.7 Informed traders on
both exchanges receive the same earnings signal, and they trade based on their updated expectations of future earnings of the
firm. Uninformed traders extract information from historical price data only from their respective exchange. Their bias is reason-
able since uninformed investors cannot infer informativeness of prices so they only refer to local listings. The two markets share
the same risk-free asset with a guaranteed net return of r which serves as the common opportunity cost of capital.
Arbitrageurs can buy and sell in both markets, and their demand only depends on the relative premium, or discount. Specif-
ically, their demand for one side of the cross-listed pair (in order to shortsell) is given by xiA on each exchange, and it satisfies xTA+
xN
A=0 since “pure” arbitrageurs use a perfect hedged strategy. Thus, their short position on the TSX equals their long position on
the NYSE, μ≡xTA=−xNA.
Denote the surprises in the earnings signal and the exchange-specific supply of shares asΔS≡S−S, andΔYi≡Yi−yi, respective-
ly. The prices of the cross-listed pair increase on a positive earnings shock (ΔS>0), and decline on positive liquidity excesses
(ΔYi>0) and shortsells (xiA>0) on respective exchanges. Thus, the prices on the TSX and the NYSE are conjectured to be:
pT ¼ β0T þ βSTΔS−βYTΔYT−βAT xAT ; ð2Þ
pN ¼ β0N þ βSNΔS−βYNΔYN−βANxAN : ð3Þ
Informed traders in the two markets observe the same private signal S and use it to update their beliefs. Upon receiving a new
earnings signal, their updated (posterior) earnings forecast (E υ Sj Þð ) and updated earnings forecast precision (τ(υ|S)) are given
by




6 See Section 4.2 for derivation of the PIN.
7 This is a static model and the choice of exchange for the traders (both informed and uninformed) is exogenous. If we allow the informed and uninformed
traders to freely move between the two markets, the two exchanges may be synchronized to parity such that the cross-border migration of human capital be-
comes no longer profitable. These “perfect-information” integrated marketplaces are not the circumstances under which we relate the relative pricing of
cross-listed pairs to information asymmetry.
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τ υjSð Þ≡ 1
Var υ Sj Þ ¼ τs þ τυ:ð
ð5Þ
Under the CARA utility function assumption, exchange-specific informed traders' demand for shares is
xIi pi; Sð Þ ¼
E υjSð Þ−pi 1þ rð Þ




ΔS−pi 1þ rð Þ
 
: ð6Þ
Uninformed traders observe prices on their respective exchanges and form their expectations of future earnings. Their price-
contingent updated (posterior) earnings forecast (E υ pij Þð ), updated earnings precision (τ(υ|pi)) and demand function are, respec-
tively, given by












τi þ h2i τs
 !
τs þ τυ; ð8Þ
xUi pið Þ ¼
E υjpið Þ−pi 1þ rð Þ
ρVar υjpið Þ







Δpi−pi 1þ rð Þ
( )
; ð9Þ
where hi≡βiY/βiS and ϕi≡τi/(τi+hi2τs).
The market clearing condition on each exchange prescribes
πix
I
i pi; Sð Þ þ 1−πið ÞxUi pi; Sð Þ ¼ Yi−xAi : ð10Þ
Consequently, for a given arbitrageurs' position (μ), solving the market-clearing condition for the coefficients (βi0,βiS,βiY, and





1þ rð Þ ωIi þωUi
  ; ð11Þ
βSi ¼
1
1þ rð Þ ωIi þωUi








ωIi τs= τε þ τυð Þf g
1þ rð Þ ωIi þωUi









1þ rð Þ ωIi þωUi






; ωIi≡πiη τs þ τυð Þ, and ωiU≡(1−πi)η(ϕiτs+τυ).8
In a no-arbitrage equilibrium (μ=ΔS=ΔYT=ΔYN=0), the dollar premium on the cross-listing is as follows.
pN−pT ¼ β0N−β0T ¼
yT
1þ rð Þ ωIT þωUT
 − yN
1þ rð Þ ωIN þωUN






¼ ωN yT− ωT=ωNð ÞyNf g
1þ rð ÞωTωN
: ð15Þ
If πT>πN, then ωT≡(ωTI +ωTU)>ωN≡(ωNI +ωNU), thus ωT/ωN>1. With a sufficient “home market liquidity dominance” condi-
tion that yT=yN > ωT=ωN > 1,
9 the stock is dearer on the NYSE than on the TSX such that pN>pT. In other words, as long as liquid-
ity on the home exchange is relatively “better” than on the host exchange, a higher proportion of informed traders on the home-
listed stock must give rise to a strictly positive relative premium in the cross-listed stock. A price discount on the original listing is
8 It can be shown that (1) ∂βi0(πi)/∂πi>0 for all πi∈ (0,1); (2) ∂βiS(πi)/∂πi>0 for all πi∈ (0,1); (3) ∂βiY(πi)/∂πib0 for some large πi; and (4) ∂βiA(πi)/
∂πib0 for all πi∈ (0,1). ∂βiS(πi)/∂πi>0 is an intuitive result since the price is expected to reflect more information shocks with an increase in the pro-
portion of informed traders. See proofs in Appendix A.
9 This sufficient condition is reasonable since the higher adverse-selection market offers better liquidity, or facilitates easier exit, in addition to a price discount
to attract traders.
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needed to induce buyers to trade in the market which is more likely to be plagued by informed traders. This premium on the
cross-listing does not attract arbitrageurs and, thus, neither side of the pair is mispriced.
If yT ¼ yN, πT>πN implies pT>pN, which is consistent with Chan et al. (2008) application to the Chinese A and B share markets.
The no-arbitrage condition in an equilibrium (ΔS=ΔYT=ΔYN=0) is pN−pT=βN0−βT0 (see proof in Appendix A).
3. Hypotheses
The theory presented in the previous section shows that cross-border differentials in private information can explain the rel-
ative pricing of Canadian shares concurrently traded on the TSX and the NYSE. We next outline testable hypotheses for informa-
tion asymmetry, the dynamics of relative price premiums, and the informational and economic effect of cross-listing on the home
exchange.
3.1. Informed trading and cross-border price discovery
Unlike articles that focus on the joint distribution of trades and prices (Glosten andMilgrom, 1985; Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980;
Kyle, 1985), Easley et al. (1996b) make parametric assumptions to estimate a relative measure of adverse selection using buy and
sell order indicators instead of price data. In their theoretical setting, there are risk-averse and competitive market makers, in-
formed traders, and uninformed (liquidity) traders. The four parameters of their maximum likelihood model are: the probability
that an information event occurs on a given day (α); the probability that the information event is pessimistic (δ); and the respec-
tive (Poisson) order arrival rates of informed and uninformed traders (μ and η). As a result, the probability of informed trading10
(PIN≡(αμ)/(αμ+2η)) measures the relative degree of private information-based trades among all trades. Easley et al. (1997)
argue that, as informed traders gain weight in the market, adverse selection is aggravated and the trading volume increases.
Fragmentation is the dispersal of trading in a security to multiple exchanges or markets. An early bridge between the fragmen-
tation and informed trading ideas, Chowdhry and Nanda (1991), notes that information lags between distinct trading locations
can yield transitory disparities in the prices of an identical security. Lee (1993) reports that price discovery (convergence towards
an equilibrium price) on U.S. exchanges occurs primarily on the NYSE. Also, similar results are drawn by Harris et al. (1995).
When a stock trades not only on the NYSE but also on a regional exchange, the fragmented security prices may not be identical
but they also cannot diverge too much for too long. Hasbrouck's (1995) “information share”11 is a relative measure of contribu-
tion made by a stock exchange to price discovery of shares fragmented on multiple exchanges. Hasbrouck (1995) finds that price
discovery for fragmented stocks appears concentrated on the NYSE, whose information share is highest. Easley et al. (1996a)
show that there is a significant difference in the information content of orders executed in New York and in Cincinnati, and
that this difference is consistent with the “cream-skimming” hypothesis, instead of the competition hypothesis. The notion
that trades in distinct U.S. locations carry different levels of information is also relevant to cross-border fragmentation.
Extending the fragmentation idea to the international finance with U.S.-listed Canadian stocks, Eun and Sabherwal (2003) find
that prices on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) and U.S. exchanges are mutually convergent, following Harris et al. (1995). They
report that the U.S. share of price discovery ranges from 0.2% to 98.2%, with an average of 38.1%. Beyond North America, Bailey et
al. (2012) and Chan et al. (2008) describe intriguing multi-board trading structures in Thailand and China, respectively, and ex-
plain how information asymmetry affects fragmented trading. Also, foreigners are disadvantaged in Korea (Choe et al., 2005)
while they wield superior information processing capability in Thailand and Singapore (Bailey et al., 2007).
A higher PIN for a cross-listed stock on one particular exchange reflects a greater proportion of informed traders with private
information on that exchange. If informed traders contribute to price discovery, it is also likely that the exchange with more in-
formed trades generates more relevant information which fosters price discovery.
By definition, an exchange is said to lead the other exchange if it accounts for more price discovery (reflected in its higher in-
formation share). However, unlike domestically fragmented stocks, trades in TSX-NYSE cross-listed pairs are exposed to shocks to
the foreign exchange market, in addition to shocks to the two stock exchanges. In other words, cross-border fragmentation is a
more intricate mechanism of price discovery than the domestic case. Our first hypothesis attempts to verify the role of informed
traders in determining cross-border price discovery. Specifically:
H1. Compared to the other exchange, the lead market (with a higher average information share) has relatively more informed
trades (with a higher average PIN), and vice versa.
3.2. Dynamics of relative premiums
Easley et al. (2002) note that, in equilibrium, a high-PIN stock carries an adverse-selection discount since it requires an addi-
tional return. Similarly, as discussed in Section 2, we reason that a cross-listed pair yields either a positive or negative relative
10 See Section 4.2.
11 Information shares can be estimated with the vector error correction model (ECM) if the pair of stock price series are “cointegrated”, that is, there exists a
linear combination of the non-stationary prices that is stationary. A time series is strongly stationary if its probability distribution is time-invariant, and weakly
stationary up to its second moments: mean, variance, and covariance. This property renders Sims's (1980) original vector autoregressive (VAR) model unwieldy.
That is why Hasbrouck (1995) takes an ECM (Engle and Granger, 1987; Engle and Yoo, 1987) approach to propose “information shares.” See Section 4.2.
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premium12 if one side carries relatively more private information. Unless that relative price spread persists due to severe liquidity
constraints, shortsale restrictions, or other frictions, an arbitrageur will buy the discounted stock and short the other side while
hedging the exchange rate risk.
The international finance literature has accumulated articles on arbitrage opportunities created by cross-listed shares. The
early studies (Karolyi and Stulz, 1996; Maldonado and Saunders, 1983; Park and Tavokkol, 1994) conclude that arbitrage profits
for cross-listed shares do not exist and thus they are priced at parity. In contrast, Wahab et al. (1992) show that there are arbi-
trage opportunities in cross-listed pairs. Froot and Dabora (1999) study pricing of a couple of dual-listed corporations (Royal
Dutch and Shell, and Unilever N.V. and Unilever PLC) and find a sizable and significant price deviation from parity.13
Gagnon and Karolyi (2010) record significant price deviations in 506 cross-listed pairs: they report discounts of up to 40.4%
and premiums of up to 127.4%. The speed at which a relative premium converges to parity is measured by a parameter proposed
by Gagnon and Karolyi (2004). According to their empirical model each firm's relative premium can be explained by its first-lag
term, and its time-distributed risk exposure to the respective returns on the home and host market indices and the foreign ex-
change rate.14,15
In a rational expectations equilibrium, informed investors impound information in prices (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980) and, thus,
catalyze price discovery. In the cross-section, a higher PIN implies enhanced price discovery. Hence, for the “synchronous” relative
premiumof a Canada–U.S. cross-listed pair, its dynamics (convergence speed) is expected to depend on the informativeness of trades,
after controlling formarket frictions, liquidity constraint, and firm characteristics. In the cross-section, parity-convergence can, there-
fore, be accelerated by the degree of private information on the cross-lister. In this regard, our second conjecture states:
H2. The higher the PIN on a cross-listed pair, the faster the parity-convergence of relative premiums.16
Empirical support for H2 can depend on the identity of arbitrageurs. Specifically, those profiting from relative pricing may not
require inside information. Discretionary liquidity traders, as in Admati and Pfleiderer (1988), can construct and unwind long-
short arbitrage portfolios in the absence of private information. Should trans-Niagara arbitrageurs be among them, our prediction
may not be empirically warranted.
3.3. Cross-listing effects on the home exchange
De Long et al. (1990) argue that, since noise traders do not reflect information on fundamentals, their trades dislocate prices
from their intrinsic values, reducing price informativeness while increasing volatility (noise trader risk). Eun and Sabherwal
(2003), Fleming et al. (1996), and Jones and Seguin (1997) suggest that less noise trades occur in the markets with lower trading
costs.
Foerster and Karolyi (1998) document that post-cross-listing bid-ask spreads in Canada decrease. The augmented liquidity
gives rise to TSX market makers' competitive reaction by setting bid-ask spreads lower.17 The bid-ask spread represents a signif-
icant portion of transaction costs, thus cross-listings can reduce noise trader risk on the home exchange. This, in turn, may en-
hance price discovery, since less noisy fluctuation contributes to setting a more precise and stable process towards the true
price of a security.
A subsequent question will be: “does less volatility lead to a higher proportion of informed trades?” Further, “does cross-listing
increase adverse selection in the home market information environment?” Using abnormal return and volume measures, Bailey
et al. indicate that information asymmetry on the home exchange may not improve following cross-listings. Extending these em-
pirical findings, our last hypothesis is:
H3. After cross-listing on the NYSE, on average, information asymmetry on a TSX-listed stock intensifies (the PIN rises).
Cross-listings can be a good source of additional liquidity for home-listed stocks. Intensifying adverse selection captured by
the PIN and increasing trading volume are positively correlated (Easley et al., 1997) and this further leverages our hypothesis.
The additional liquidity on the TSX forces market makers to set spreads narrower.18
12 This is defined as the relative premium of a cross-listed stock on a U.S. exchange against its home market basis share, adjusted by the exchange rate.
13 See Kim et al. (2000) for vector autoregressive (VAR) and seemingly unrelated estimation (SURE) methods that analyze adjustments in ADR-implied prices.
14 For each cross-listed pair (i), the convergence speed parameter (≡θi) measures the reciprocal speed of the parity-convergence of relative premium, following
Gagnon and Karolyi's (2004) empirical model:










M t þ jð Þ þ
X1
j¼−1
βFXj RFX t þ jð Þ þ εi tð Þ:
The daily relative premium (RPi(t)≡(PiUS(t)−PiC(t))/PiC(t)) can be explained by (1) its own lag (RPi(t−1)) associated with (2) the convergence speed param-
eter (θi): the closer the absolute value to zero, the faster the convergence to parity; and lag-distributed (yesterday (j=−1), today (j=0), and tomorrow (j=
+1)) returns on (3) the S&P 500 Index (RMUS(t+ j)), (4) the S&P TSX Composite Index (RMC (t+ j)), and (5) the Canada–U.S. exchange rate return (RFX(t+ j)), a
positive RFX implies a depreciation in the Canadian dollar. The forward-lag is due to information leakage and market impact.
15 See Chen et al. (2008) for nonparametric estimation of the convergence speed parameter of Gagnon and Karolyi (2004) to capture time-varying nature. Chen
et al. (2008) sampled the cross-listed pairs of Asia-Pacific firms and find that market integration is positively associated with parity-convergence speed.
16 By specification, a lower absolute value of parameter below one is equivalent to a higher convergence speed.
17 The decrease in spreads on the TSX is heavily weighed on the stocks whose trading volume contribution by the U.S. exchanges is relatively large.
18 See Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) for a similar discussion.
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4. Data, variables, and preliminary results
4.1. Data
Following Eun and Sabherwal (2003), we choose to study Canadian stocks listed in the U.S. for several reasons. First, Canadian eq-
uities are the largest group of stocks cross-listed in the U.S. from a single country. Thus, a large cross-section that holds the nationality
of the shares constant is available for study. Second,many of these Canadian stocks trade actively on both theNYSE and the TSXwhich
is essential for conducting intraday tests. Third, the trading hours of the TSX coincidewith that of theNYSE (9:30 AM–4:00 PM, EST), a
distinct advantage for studying Canadian stocks relative to those from Europe and Asia with little or no overlap in trading times be-
tween home andU.S. markets. Since the potential noise and bias from trading-time differences are eliminated, analysis of information
asymmetry is more reliable. Finally, Canadian stocks trade in the U.S. as ordinary shares due to compatible accounting standards,
whereasmost other cross-listed shares are ADRs issued by U.S. custodian banks. This implies that arbitrage between theU.S. and Can-
ada is particularly simple as it is not necessary to create or destroy depositary receipts (DRs).
56 TSX–NYSE pairs are identified for the sample period January 1, 1998, to December 31, 2000.19 In order to conduct micro-
structure analyses, high-frequency data are required for trading on the TSX and the NYSE and for the U.S.–Canada exchange rate.
Accordingly, the tick-by-tick trade and quote data for the TSX-listed Canadian stocks and the Trade-And-Quote (TAQ) data of their
cross-listings on the NYSE are used. Intraday exchange rate data is purchased from Olson & Associates.
Following Eun and Sabherwal (2003) the mid-points of the U.S.–Canada exchange rate bid and ask quotes are updated every
minute, and the bid and ask quotes of the TSX-listed Canadian stocks are matched with their concurrent minutes' exchange rate
quote mid-points. Subsequently, the augmented Dickey and Fuller (1981) unit root test is conducted for each pair of daily closing
price time series per Akaike's lag length rule to verify first-order integration (I(1)). Applying either Johansen's (1991) trace or
eigen-value test yields one co-integrating equation for each TSX–NYSE co-listed pair. These results provide justification for con-
structing ECMs to estimate the information shares of each co-listed pair's exchanges.
Electronic exchange TSX uses a Central Limit Order Book (CLOB) system, thus orders are required to be in the book to have
standing.20 By studying decrements in the inside depth on one side of the quote that correspond to uncommon trade sizes
(like a trade of 1300 shares), matching trades with prevailing quotes of five-second lead (Lee and Ready, 1991) is deemed reason-
able. The NYSE-resident specialists are central to the theory of the PIN (Duarte and Young, 2009). There are official market
makers, known as registered traders, on the TSX whose function is akin to that of NYSE specialists, and this feature enables com-
paring trade informativeness on the two exchanges by the PIN feasible.21
4.2. Key variables
We construct the preliminary datasets for estimation of the PIN following Easley et al. (1996b, 2002). During a certain time
period, both uninformed buyers and sellers arrive in the market with an equal Poisson intensity η. Information events occur at
market open with probability α and, on a realization of such event, informed traders, who arrive with intensity μ, perceive a bi-
nary signal with probability either δ≡P{share price falls} or 1−δ=P{share price rises}.
The PIN as the relative degree of private information, weighed on a randomly chosen transaction executed by an informed
trader, can be derived as22:
PIN≡Pð informed trading ∃ information eventj Þ ¼ α δμ þ 1−δð Þμf g
α δμ þ 1−δð Þμf g þ α δ 2ηð Þ þ 1−δð Þ 2ηð Þf g þ 1−αð Þ 2ηð Þ½  ¼
αμ
αμ þ 2η :ð17Þ
Trades are classified following Lee and Ready's (1991) five-second rule: a trade is considered buyer-initiated if it is higher than
the five-second earlier mid-quote, and seller-initiated if lower. Further, we adopt Easley et al.'s (2008) log-likelihood function for
improved numerical stability in computing the PIN:
Λ ≡ lnP Bt ; Stf gTt¼1













19 These sample stocks are simultaneously traded cross-listed pairs through the sample period. In order to assess information asymmetry of cross-listed stock
trading, it is necessary to study the stocks whose cross-border transactions are concurrent and recurrent on same trading days. As a result, 56 pairs are a smaller
subsample than the actual number of cross-listed pairs during the sample period. In comparison, Eun and Sabherwal (2003) analyze 38 TSX–NYSE pairs from
February 2 to July 31, 1998.
20 We owe this comment to Daniel Weaver. See Eun and Sabherwal (2003) for a detailed institutional comparison between the TSX and the NYSE.
21 We thank Lawrence Kryzanowski for this clarification.
22 While the PIN is the probability of information-based trading given an information event (with some probability α) during a certain time period, Kyle's
(1985) price impact parameter (λ) is an analogous relative measure of trade informativeness assuming persistent existence of information events (with
α=1): λ≡μ/(μ+2η).
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where (1) Mt≡{min(Bt,St)+max(Bt,St)}/2; and (2) x≡η/(μ+η). Thus, the parameters are estimated by the maximum likelihood
method such that





L η; μð Þ > 0; α; δð Þ∈ 0;1½ 2
 o;n ð19Þ
hence the resulting PIN estimator is PIN ¼ α̂ μ̂ð Þ= α̂ μ̂ þ 2η̂ð Þ:
In order to estimate the information shares of respective exchanges to the price discovery of the sample cross-listed pairs, the
vector error correction model (VECM) for the cointegrated trade-level quote prices is constructed as:
Δpt ¼ ϕ Lð ÞΔpt þ γ α−zt−1ð Þ þ εt ; ð20Þ
Fig. 1. Derivation of the PIN. Through a certain time period, both uninformed buyers and sellers arrive in the market with an equal Poisson intensity η. Information
events occur at the market open with probability α and, on a realization of such event, informed traders who arrive with intensity μ perceive a binary signal with
probability either δ≡P{share price falls} or 1−δ=P{share price rises}. The PIN (≡(αμ)/(αμ+2η)) is the relative degree of private information (or a measure of
asymmetric information) weighed on a randomly chosen transaction executed by an informed trader.
Fig. 2. Monthly estimates of the PIN on the TSX and the NYSE. The probability of informed trading (PIN) is estimated following Easley et al. (1996b). Fig. 1 shows
the average monthly PIN of the sample firms co-listed on the TSX and the NYSE. The annual estimates for the PIN on the TSX are {0.242,0.213,0.206} in 1998,
1999, and 2000, respectively, while the corresponding estimates for the NYSE are {0.204,0.212,0.196}, over the same period. Panel A. Initial shock from the
ask price on the NYSE.
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Table 1
Sample of Canadian firms listed on both the TSX and the NYSE. The PIN is the probability of informed trading, following Easley et al. (1996b). The bid-ask spreads
are defined: (1) SpreadNYSE≡ askNYSE−bidNYSEaskNYSEþbidNYSEð Þ=2; and (2) SpreadTSX≡
askTSX−bidTSX
askTSXþbidTSXð Þ=2. The information share (IS) is exchange-specific relative contribution to price discov-
ery of a security traded on multiple exchanges, following Hasbrouck (1995). All values are arithmetic means of monthly estimates through the sample period:
January 1, 1998, through December 31, 2000.
Company PINTSX PINNYSE SpreadTSX SpreadNYSE ISTSX ISNYSE
Abit ibi-Consolidated, Inc. 0.184 0.151 0.005 0.018 58.3% 41.7%
Advantage Energy Income Fund 0.482 0.372 0.131 0.117 50.0% 50.0%
Agnico-Eagle Mines Limited 0.421 0.188 0.080 0.026 50.0% 50.0%
Agrium Inc. 0.202 0.190 0.007 0.020 57.0% 43.0%
Alcan Inc. 0.169 0.147 0.003 0.006 59.3% 40.7%
Bank of Nova Scotia 0.188 0.234 0.003 0.063 50.1% 49.9%
Barrick Gold Corporation 0.215 0.190 0.003 0.008 61.4% 38.6%
BCE Inc. 0.174 0.112 0.002 0.006 50.9% 49.1%
Biovail Corporation 0.220 0.181 0.006 0.008 50.5% 49.5%
BMO Financial Group 0.204 0.160 0.002 0.007 58.6% 41.4%
Brookfield Properties Corporation 0.226 0.267 0.016 0.020 54.7% 45.3%
Cameco Corporation 0.197 0.223 0.009 0.020 62.0% 38.0%
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 0.160 0.308 0.002 0.017 50.1% 49.9%
Canadian National Railway Company 0.215 0.139 0.003 0.007 51.6% 48.4%
Canadian Pacific Railway Limited 0.173 0.206 0.003 0.007 56.2% 43.8%
Canwest Global Communications 0.295 0.287 0.016 0.023 52.7% 47.3%
Celestica Inc. 0.225 0.186 0.005 0.010 55.6% 44.4%
CGI Group Inc. 0.280 0.195 0.018 0.028 50.1% 49.9%
Compton Petroleum Corporation 0.253 0.110 0.023 0.010 50.0% 50.0%
Corus Entertainment, Inc. 0.210 0.311 0.012 0.016 54.0% 46.0%
Cott Corporation 0.223 0.147 0.014 0.012 50.0% 50.0%
Domtar Corporation 0.206 0.199 0.007 0.010 50.0% 50.0%
Encana Corporation 0.291 0.311 0.019 0.054 60.7% 39.3%
Energy Metals Corporation 0.274 0.203 0.047 0.059 50.0% 50.0%
Enerplus Resources Fund 0.286 0.261 0.019 0.020 53.8% 46.2%
Fairfax Financial Holdings Limited 0.254 0.308 0.007 0.012 50.0% 50.0%
Four Seasons Hotels Inc. 0.214 0.202 0.009 0.009 53.5% 46.5%
Gildan Activewear Inc. 0.800 0.239 0.018 0.019 16.4% 83.6%
Goldcorp Inc. 0.178 0.354 0.011 0.072 58.6% 41.4%
Intertape Polymer Group Inc. 0.277 0.246 0.014 0.020 59.2% 40.8%
IPSCO Inc. 0.215 0.301 0.010 0.027 51.3% 48.7%
Kinross Gold Corporation 0.231 0.247 0.012 0.059 55.2% 44.8%
Magna International Inc. 0.179 0.153 0.004 0.006 57.4% 42.6%
Manulife Financial Corp. 0.222 0.223 0.031 0.011 58.6% 41.4%
MDS Inc. 0.323 0.218 0.038 0.024 66.2% 33.8%
Meridian Gold Inc. 0.267 0.205 0.019 0.042 57.3% 42.7%
Nexen, Inc. 0.160 0.168 0.004 0.014 55.1% 44.9%
Nortel Networks Corporation 0.188 0.205 0.002 0.006 52.1% 47.9%
NOVA Chemicals Corporation 0.275 0.245 0.006 0.015 61.2% 38.8%
Pengrowth Energy Trust 0.183 0.247 0.007 0.025 50.8% 49.2%
Petro-Canada 0.196 0.238 0.004 0.017 57.5% 42.5%
Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan Inc. 0.170 0.128 0.005 0.007 55.8% 44.2%
Precision Drilling Trust 0.190 0.167 0.005 0.011 63.5% 36.5%
Quebecor World, Inc. 0.183 0.230 0.004 0.013 54.6% 45.4%
RBC Financial Group 0.173 0.163 0.002 0.007 53.7% 46.3%
Rogers Communications Inc. 0.238 0.179 0.006 0.017 62.6% 37.4%
Shaw Communications Inc. 0.187 0.195 0.007 0.012 50.8% 49.2%
Stantec Inc. 0.394 0.158 0.020 0.010 50.0% 50.0%
Suncor Energy Inc. 0.184 0.185 0.004 0.010 52.6% 47.4%
Talisman Energy Inc. 0.164 0.190 0.005 0.013 60.6% 39.4%
TELUS Corporation 0.228 0.199 0.005 0.014 57.0% 43.0%
The Thomson Corporation 0.175 0.290 0.005 0.034 50.4% 49.6%
Tim Hortons Inc. 0.536 0.202 0.124 0.017 50.0% 50.0%
Toronto-Dominion Bank 0.203 0.152 0.002 0.010 74.0% 26.0%
TransAlta Corporation 0.180 0.308 0.005 0.081 50.1% 49.9%
TransCanada Corporation 0.211 0.157 0.004 0.012 51.4% 48.6%
Mean 0.242 0.214 0.015 0.022 54.4% 45.6%
Median 0.213 0.202 0.007 0.015 53.9% 46.1%
Standard Deviation 0.107 0.060 0.025 0.022 7.2% 7.2%
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where (1) ϕ(L)Δpt are vector autoregressive terms; (2) γ is a vector of cointegrating coefficients; (3) α>0 is a vector of long-run
cross-border bid-ask dollar spreads; and (4) zt is a vector of cross-border dollar spreads in ask (pT, ta ,pN, ta ) and bid (pT, tb ,pN, tb ) prices
on the TSX and the NYSE, respectively, as:
zt≡
1 −1 0 0
1 0 −1 0




















Fig. 3. Impulse response function plots: cross-border responses of quote changes. Each of the above four consecutive impulse response function plots of Aibiti
Consolidate (co-listed on the TSX and on the NYSE) specifies the source of innovation by two standard deviations. The quotes on the NYSE rarely affect the quotes
on the TSX. To the contrary, positive increases in ask and bid prices on the TSX are followed by changes in ask and bid prices on the NYSE, respectively. Panel B.
Initial Shock from the Ask Price on the TSX. Panel C. Initial Shock from the Bid Price on the NYSE. Panel D. Initial shock from the bid price on the TSX. Panel A. Six-
Month ([−3 M,+3 M]) Window.
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Based on mutual interaction (orthogonalized impulse responses) of the bid and ask quotes on the TSX (translated with
their concurrent exchange rate mid-quote updated every minute) and the NYSE, the information shares are estimated fol-
lowing Hasbrouck (1995). Given four concurrent quote prices (pT, ta ,pN, ta ,pT, tb ,pN, tb ) each cross-listed pair has 24 (= 4!)
paths of shock propagation which is the number of implied pairs of respective information shares of the TSX and the
NYSE. As a result, averaging across varying “Cholesky exogeneity” reduces them to a single pair of information shares for
each cross-listed pair.
The bid-ask spreads are adjusted by the mid-quotes and, thus, measure the relative discrepancy between bid and ask quotes
free from the exchange rate:
SpreadNYSE≡
askNYSE−bidNYSE
askNYSE þ bidNYSEð Þ=2
and SpreadTSX≡
askTSX−bidTSX
askTSX þ bidTSXð Þ=2
: ð22Þ
Fig. 3 (continued).
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4.3. Control variables
While we analyze a various dimensions of the joint dynamics of cross-listed pairs, we clarify the statistical significance of in-
formation asymmetry and its impact on relative asset pricing by controlling for a number of other factors. Volume is the monthly
average of the logs of total daily trading volumes following Halling et al. (2008). For panel regressions, the TSX indicator equals
one if the estimated numerical value is from the TSX, or zero if the NYSE. UsVol is the proportion of average daily trading volume
on the NYSE among all trades on the NYSE and the TSX. SpreadRatio is the ratio of the relative quoted bid-ask spread of the NYSE
to that of the TSX.MediumTrade is the ratio of proportions of shares traded on the NYSE to that on the TSX in medium-sized lots of
2501 to 10,000 shares. YearsListed is the number of years cross-listed on the NYSE. Primary is the proportion of the trading volume
on the NYSE out of the total trading volume on the NYSE and other U.S. regional exchanges. Among these, UsVol, SpreadRatio,Med-
iumTrade, YearsListed, and Primary are according to and obtained from Eun and Sabherwal (2003).23 Size is the average log market
capitalization of the firm's listings on the TSX and the NYSE. The Industry dummy equals one if the cross-lister is a manufacturing
firm, and zero otherwise: specifically, the firm whose first two digits of Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code are in the
range of 20 to 39. Governance is The Report on Business governance index of Canadian firms is published by Globe and Mail
(McFarland, 2002) and used by Foerster and Huen (2004) and Klein et al. (2005). Full scores on the four following criteria sum
to 100 points: board composition (40), compensation (23), shareholder rights (22), and disclosure (15). The higher the index
score, the better the firm is governed.24 In order to evaluate event-study effect of cross-listing on home-listed stock prices, the
monthly abnormal return (ReturnAb) of the original listing on the TSX is estimated using the S&P TSX Composite Index. CrossList
equals one in the month of cross-listing event, or zero otherwise. Volatility is the standard deviation of daily returns multiplied by
√250/12.
4.4. Preliminary results
The arithmetic means of monthly PIN estimates of 56 Canadian cross-listers on the TSX and the NYSE are plotted in Fig. 2. It
appears that the TSX, on average, dominates the NYSE in terms of the PIN in annual estimates for the cross-listed pairs through
the sample period.25
The averages across monthly estimates of PINs, spreads, and information shares of each pair over the entire sample period are
listed in Table 1.26 About twenty firms in the sample exhibit higher PINs on the NYSE than on the TSX. For some cross-listers, like
Manulife Financial Corp. and Suncor Energy Inc., there is no significant difference between the PINs on the two exchanges. Only
nine firms in the sample show higher spreads on the TSX, and only two firms have higher information shares on the NYSE.
First, on average, the PIN on the TSX (0.242) exceeds that on the NYSE (0.214). Second, the relative quoted spread on the TSX
(0.015) is narrower than that on the NYSE (0.022). Third, the information share of the TSX (0.544) is higher than that of the NYSE
(0.455). For a Canadian cross-lister, on average, it appears that more price discovery takes place on the TSX (the lead market)
Table 2
Relative premiums of cross-listings on the NYSE. For a TSX–NYSE cross-listed pair, the relative premium (RP≡(pNYSE−pTSX)/pTSX) is the percentage premium
earned on the NYSE-listed stock against the original listing traded on the TSX, adjusted for the U.S.–Canada exchange rate. The summary statistics in Panel A
are based on ten-minute frequency prices of 56 cross-listed pairs through the sample period: January 1, 1998, through December 31, 2000. The PIN is the prob-
ability of informed trading, following Easley et al. (1996b). PinDiff ≡(PINTSX−PINNYSE) is the difference in the monthly PINs on the TSX and the NYSE. In panel B,
relative premiums are regressed onto the cross-border difference in PIN. The observations are in firm-months. Standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasti-
city and autocorrelation, following Newey andWest (1987). The numerical value in the parentheses below the estimate is a t-statistic. ** and * stand for statistical
significance based on two-sided student-t tests at the 1% and 5%, respectively.
Panel A. Summary statistics of relative premiums
Mean Median Standard Deviation
RP 0.00306 0.00004 0.03031
Panel B. Relative premiums against cross-border difference in PIN
Estimate No. of Obs. Adj. R2
PinDiff 1.087** 1591 0.176
(3.259)
23 We thank Cheol Eun and Sajiv Sabherwal for sharing their data with us.
24 We appreciate Stephen Foerster and Michael King for sharing this information.
25 The annual estimates for the PIN on the TSX are {0.242, 0.213, 0.206} in 1998, 1999, and 2000, respectively, while the corresponding estimates for the NYSE
are {0.204, 0.212, 0.196}, over the same period. The spikes in PIN are seen in the post-decimalization period between November and December 1999, a finding
consistent with Zhao and Chung (2006).
26 For brevity, in Table 1, we do not present the monthly estimates (January 1998 through December 2000) of the PINs, spreads, and information shares for the
cross-listed pairs. Also, the market capitalization, daily volume, and daily dollar volume of an average NYSE-listing are 52.7%, 44.3%, and 49.7% of those of its orig-
inal TSX-listing, respectively. All unreported data are available upon request.
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where the intensity of informed trades tends to be heavier (a higher PIN) and yet with lower spreads (competitive market
making).27
The impulse response function plots of bid and ask quotes for Abitibi Consolidated, Inc. are shown in Fig. 3. Each of the four
consecutive charts specifies the source of innovation by two standard deviations. The quotes on the NYSE rarely affect the quotes
on the TSX. On the contrary, positive increases in ask and bid prices on the TSX are followed by changes in ask and bid prices on
the NYSE. This pattern does not hold for all cross-listed stocks, and the degree to which an exchange responds to the other side is
reflected in the magnitude of information share.
Based on the ten-minute frequency relative premiums of 56 cross-listed pairs traded through the sample period, the arithmet-
ic mean, the median, and the standard deviation are 0.00306, 0.00004, and 0.03031, respectively (Panel A of Table 2). The average
relative premium of 30.6 basis points with a 3.03% volatility is a statistically insignificant deviation from parity. This suggests the
extent to which Toronto and New York are integrated.28 A pooled regression analysis of relative premiums against cross-border
differences in the proportions of informed traders is conducted in Panel B of Table 2. It shows that a higher PIN on TSX trading is,
on average, associated with a positive premium for trading on the NYSE. This lends support to the predictions of our extended
Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) model. The seemingly arbitrage-free and negligibly positive average daily relative premium is a re-
sult of cross-border imbalances in private information. In Section 5.2, we present a multivariate panel regression analysis to better
depict the empirical validity of our theoretical prediction.
5. Results
5.1. Informed trading and cross-border price discovery
Based on monthly estimates, the statistical significance of the TSX's dominance over the NYSE in terms of the PIN can be ver-
ified by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.29 In the first column of Table 3, the Wilcoxon-test statistic under the null hypothesis is
very strongly rejected at a 1% right-tail significance level. Thus, the traders on the TSX possess relatively more private information
on Canadian cross-listed stocks than their counterparts on the NYSE. Looked at another way, this lends support to the consensus
in the literature that home-market trades are more information-based than trades of their U.S. cross-listings (Eun and Sabherwal,
2003; Gagnon and Karolyi, 2009; Grammig et al., 2005). However, this may be partly due to the relatively relaxed prosecution of
insider trading on the TSX (King and Segal, 2004).30
Harris et al. (2002) report that the influence of the NYSE on price discovery relative to regional exchanges increases as its
spreads, compared to those of other exchanges, decrease. In the cross-border context, competitive market making by the TSX ver-
sus the NYSE can be inferred by comparing bid-ask spreads on the TSX and the NYSE.31 The test result overwhelmingly agrees
with the alternative hypothesis as seen in the second column of Table 3. As a result, the market makers on the TSX are more com-
petitive in setting quote spreads than their competitors on the NYSE.
The relative dominance of the TSX in terms of information share can be empirically checked.32 The test confirms that the in-
formation share of the TSX, on average, far exceeds that of the NYSE as seen in the third column of Table 3. Thus, the TSX contrib-
utes more to price discovery than the NYSE does.
In order to check for robustness of theWilcoxon test results shown in Table 3, we construct a monthly panel dataset of the PIN,
spread, the information share, volume, and the TSX indicator. In Panels A, B, and C of Table 4, the PIN, spread, and the information
share are, respectively, regressed against the others, controlling for volume and the TSX dummy variable. The signs of the binary
TSX variable in Models 2 and 3 confirm the results of Table 3. Trade informativeness (PIN) is larger on the exchange with a higher
information share (vice versa) as shown by Models 1 and 2 in Panel A (Panel C) of Table 4.33
In summary, we find that the TSX leads in price discovery and also shows a higher PIN than the NYSE. In other words, the trad-
ing venue with heavier intensity of informed trades contributes more to the price discovery of cross-listed pairs. This is explicit
empirical evidence that informed traders catalyze cross-border price discovery. Eun and Sabherwal (2003) conclude that in-
formed traders prefer to trade in a market where more original information can be found. By extension, we use direct relative
measures of informed trades (PIN) and contribution to price discovery (information share). The trades executed on the lead ex-
change, TSX, are more likely to be information-based than the trades executed on the lag exchange, NYSE.
5.2. Dynamics of relative premiums
During our sample period, Canadian listings on the NYSE, on average, carry slightly positive and highly volatile relative pre-
miums compared to their home listing on the TSX (Panel A of Table 2). Throughout trading hours, the pairs appear to be fairly
27 In the cross-section, the PIN is positively correlated with bid-ask spread according to Easley et al. (2002). However, the negative relationship between the two
estimates shown in Table 1 is due to averaging and aggregation.
28 See Kryzanowski and Zhang (2002) for further intraday analyses of price differences of Canadian cross-listed pairs traded in Toronto and New York.
29 H0 :PINTSX=PINNYSE versus H1 :PINTSX>PINNYSE.
30 Canadian insider trading was no less egregious than that of the U.S. until 2003 when the anti-white collar crime act was legislated under the Criminal Code.
See King and Segal (2004) for an excellent survey on this issue.
31 H0 :SpreadTSX=SpreadNYSE versus H1 :SpreadTSX>SpreadNYSE.
32 H0 : ISTSX= ISNYSE versus H1 : ISTSX> ISNYSE.
33 Further, the panel regression results in Table 4 are robust to Fama and MacBeth's (1973) test. It is unreported but available upon request.
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Table 3
Tests of cross-border differences in adverse selection, spread, and contribution to price discovery. The PIN is the probability of informed trading, following Easley
et al. (1996b). The bid-ask spreads are defined: (1) SpreadNYSE≡ askNYSE−bidNYSEaskNYSEþbidNYSEð Þ=2; and (2) SpreadTSX≡
askTSX−bidTSX
askTSXþbidTSXð Þ=2. The information share is exchange-specific relative
contribution to price discovery of a security traded onmultiple exchanges, following Hasbrouck (1995). The coordinates (i, t) denote each firm and eachmonth, respec-
tively. d is a differential measure, defined as: (1) d(i,t)≡PINTSX(i, t)−PINNYSE(i,t); (2) d(i, t)≡SpreadNYSE(i,t)−SpreadTSX(i, t); and (3) d(i, t)≡ ISTSX(i,t)−ISNYSE(i,t). The
Wilcoxon test-statistic is defined as: V0≡∑ {(i, t)}1{d(i, t)>0}⋅ρit, where ρit is the rank of {|d(i, t)|}.
PIN Spread Information Share
H0 PINTSX=PINNYSE SpreadTSX=SpreadNYSE ISTSX= ISNYSE
H1 PINTSX>PINNYSE SpreadNYSE>SpreadTSX ISTSX> ISNYSE
d PINTSX(i, t)−PINNYSE(i, t) SpreadNYSE(i, t)−SpreadTSX(i, t) ISNYSE− ISTSX
V0 424,250 680,698 2,926,092
p-value 0.001458 b2.2×10−16 b2.2×10−16
Table 4
Fixed-effect panel regressions. The panel dataset is constructed with columns of company symbol, monthly date, TSX indicator, and monthly estimates of the PIN,
spread, information share, and volume, following Dempster et al. (1977), and van Dyk and Meng (2001). On the TSX and the NYSE, for each cross-lister (i) and in
each month (t), January 1998 through December 2000, (1) PIN is the probability of informed trading, following Easley et al. (1996b); (2) Spread is the relative
quoted spread; (3) the information share (IS) is exchange-specific relative contribution to price discovery of a security traded on multiple exchanges, following
Hasbrouck (1995); (4) Volume is the log of total daily trading volume; and (5) TSX equals one if the estimated numerical value is of the TSX, or zero if the NYSE. In
Panels A, B, and C, the dependent variables are the PIN, spread, and information share, respectively. Standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity and au-
tocorrelation, following Newey andWest (1987, 1994). The numerical values in the parentheses below the estimates are t-statistics. **, *, and . stand for statistical
significance based on two-sided student-t tests at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. The observations are in firm-months.
Panel A. PIN=β0+β1Spread+β2 IS+β3Volume+β4TSX+ε
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Intercept) 0.161** 0.110**
(10.120) (3.301)








Company and month effects No No Yes
No. of Obs. 3960 3960 3960












Company and month effects No No Yes
No. of Obs. 3960 3960 3960






Spread −2.196** −0.175 0.038
(−12.191) (−1.231) (0.280)




Company and month effects No No Yes
No. of Obs. 3960 3960 3960
Adj. R2 0.036 0.919 0.561
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priced and the small premium that NYSE trading carries relative to TSX trading is consistent with the predictions of our extended
Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) model presented (Section 2).
For further empirical support, panel regressions of relative premiums on the cross-border differential in private information
(PinDiff) and controls as suggested by Eun and Sabherwal (2003) are presented in Table 533:
RP ¼ β0 þ β1PinDif f þ β1HMLDþ β3Sizeþ β4UsVol
þβ5SpreadRatioþ β6MediumTradeþ β7YearsListedþ β8Primary
þβ9Industryþ β10Governanceþ β11PinDif f  HMLDþ ε:
ð23Þ
Given the homemarket liquidity dominance (HMLD) sufficient condition (Section 2), a higher PIN for TSX trading yields a pos-
itive price premium in NYSE trading as shown in Models 1 through 6. The Size effect is greater for NYSE trading as shown in
Models 2 thorough 5. A higher proportion of trading volume on the NYSE (UsVol) reduces further arbitrage opportunities, al-
though evidence is weaker in Models 4, 5, and 6. The relative price premium in New York rises with the relative liquidity on
the TSX (SpreadRatio). Medium-sized transactions with 2501 to 10,000 shares (MediumTrade) are believed to be relatively highly
information-based in the literature (Eun and Sabherwal, 2003; Hasbrouck, 1995) and negative signs appear as expected since
lower relative premiums reflect a higher extent of price discovery. The longer the stock has been listed on the NYSE (YearsListed),
the closer the pair is to parity. It is not obvious why a higher proportion of U.S. trading volume on the NYSE (Primary) or a
Table 5
Fixed-effect panel regressions of relative premiums. The dependent variable is RP (≡(pNYSE−pTSX)/pTSX): the relative premium on the NYSE-listed stock. The key
explanatory variable is PinDiff (≡PINTSX−PINNYSE) : the difference of the PINs of the pair on the TSX and the NYSE. In this panel regression analysis, the relative
premiums are regressed onto the cross-border differences in PIN controlling for (1) HMLD: the home market liquidity dominance dummy equals one if the TSX is
relatively more liquid than the NYSE in terms of the relative quoted spread; (2) Size is the proxy for firm size and defined as the average log market capitalization
of the firms's listings on the TSX and the NYSE; (3) UsVol is the average daily trading volume on NYSE out of both on NYSE and TSX; (4) SpreadRatio is the ratio of
the relative quoted bid-ask spread of the NYSE over that of the TSX; (5)MediumTrade is the ratio of proportions of shares traded on the NYSE over that on the TSX
in medium-sized lots of 2501 to 10,000 shares; (6) YearsListed is the number of years cross-listed on the NYSE; (7) Primary is the proportion of the trading volume
on the NYSE out of the total trading volume on the NYSE and other U.S. regional exchanges; (8) Industry equals one if the cross-lister is a manufacturing firm per
SIC classification, or zero otherwise; (5) Volume is the log of total daily trading volume; and (9) Governance is the Report on Business governance index of Cana-
dian firms published by Globe and Mail (McFarland, 2002). Among the listed control variables, UsVol, SpreadRatio, MediumTrade, YearsListed, and Primary are
according to and obtained from Eun and Sabherwal (2003). Standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation, following Newey and
West (1987, 1994). The numerical values in the parentheses below the estimates are t-statistics. **, *, and . stand for statistical significance based on two-
sided student-t tests at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Cross-listed pairs with average daily relative premiums exceeding 1% are excluded. The observa-
tions are in firm-months.
RP ¼ β0 þ β1 PinDif f þ β2HMLDþ β3 Sizeþ β4UsVol
þβ5 SpreadRatioþ β6MediumTradeþ β7 YearsListedþ β8 Primary
þβ9 Industryþ β10Governanceþ β11 PinDif f  HMLD þ ε:
.
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
(Intercept) 0.014 ** −0.160 ** −0.141 ** −0.198 ** −0.211 ** −0.175 **
(3.973) (−3.382) (−2.887) (−3.835) (−3.978) (−2.718)
PinDiff 0.072 ** 0.077 ** 0.077 ** 0.076 ** 0.076 ** 0.078 **
(3.205) (4.294) (4.316) (4.225) (4.130) (4.150)
HMLD 0.091 ** 0.014 0.014 0.010 0.011 0.011
(4.991) (0.797) (0.765) (0.561) (0.561) (0.560)
PinDiff×HMLD −0.638 ** −0.075 −0.075 −0.065 −0.065 −0.061
(−6.814) (−0.959) (−0.947) (−0.831) (−0.777) (−0.727)
Size 0.007 ** 0.007 ** 0.009 ** 0.007 ** 0.005
(3.268) (2.946) (3.940) (2.756) (1.636)
UsVol −0.023. −0.021. −0.011 −0.008 0.000
(−1.922) (−1.774) (−0.857) (−0.604) (0.026)
SpreadRatio 0.008 ** 0.008 ** 0.007 ** 0.008 ** 0.007 **
(4.86) (4.776) (4.636) (5.045) (4.113)
MediumTrade −0.004 −0.004 −0.005. −0.005 .
(−1.599) (−1.6) (−1.898) (−1.937)
YearsListed −0.001 ** −0.001 ** −0.001 **
(−3.226) (−3.203) (−2.729)






No. of Obs. 1253 1054 1053 1052 1033 996
Adj. R2 0.079 0.073 0.074 0.083 0.087 0.100
33 In Table 5, cross-listed pairs with average daily relative premiums exceeding 1% in order to answer the following question: “What would explain the price
deviation of cross-listed pairs that are already priced at near parity?”
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transparent firm (Governance) impedes convergence to parity. Manufacturing firm (Industry) are less likely to attract arbitra-
geurs. On balance, the empirical results herein confirm the predictions of Section 2.
As the relatively high standard deviation of daily relative premiums (Panel B of Table 2) suggests, there evidently are profit-
able, but short-lived, relative premiums which attract arbitrage traders. In Table 6, we provide trade-level (ten-minute frequency)
convergence tests of relative premiums.34 In pooled regressions, ten-minute, trade-level relative premiums in the base-case first-
order autoregressive specification show strong convergence towards parity in either original estimate (RP≡(pNYSE−pTSX)/pTSX,
Model 1) or in absolute value (|RP|, Model 3). Controlling for lead, concurrent, and lagged returns on the S&P 500 Depositary Re-
ceipts (SPY, RMUS), TSX 100 Index (HIP, RMC ), and Canada–U.S. exchange rate (RFX), the reversal of relative premiums is still evident
for either definition (RP for Model 5, and |RP| for Model 7). In panel regressions (Models 2, 4, 6, and 8) with fixed firm-time effects,
results are consistent with the pooled case: intraday relative premiums tend to diminish, implying active participation by
arbitrageurs.
It is natural to ask how quickly and by whom a temporarily profitable relative premium is pushed back towards parity. Following
Gagnon and Karolyi (2004), we estimate the convergence speed parameter at daily frequency for each firm. The cross-sectional effect
of PIN on the convergence speed can be inferred from regressing the convergence speed parameter (SpeedConv) onto the PIN and
spread (averages of on both exchanges), controlling for firm size, industry dummy, volume, and governance index as follows
SpeedConv ¼ γ1PinAvg þ γ2SpreadAvg þ γ3Sizeþ γ4Industryþ γ5Volumeþ γ6Governanceþ η: ð24Þ
According to the regression model, the dynamics of synchronous relative premiums is explained by the asymmetric informa-
tion component (PIN)35 and market friction (spread) while holding liquidity constraint (volume) and firm characteristics (size,
industry, and the level of corporate governance) constant.
Table 6
Trade-level convergence tests of relative premiums. For each cross-listed pair (i), SpeedConv(≡θi) measures the reciprocal speed of the parity-convergence of rel-
ative premium, following Gagnon and Karolyi's (2004) empirical model:










M t þ jð Þ þ
P1
j¼−1
βFXj RFX t þ jð Þ þ εi tð Þ:
The daily relative premium (RPi(t)≡(PiUS(t)−PiC(t))/PiC(t)) can be explained by (1) its own lag (RPi(t−1)) associated with (2) the convergence speed parameter
(θi): the closer the absolute value to zero, the faster the convergence to parity; and lag-distributed (yesterday (j=−1), today (j=0), and tomorrow (j=
+1)) returns on (3) the S&P 500 Depositary Receipts (SPY) (RMUS(t+ j)), (4) the TSX 100 Index (HIP) (RMC (t+ j)), and (5) the Canada–U.S. exchange rate return
(RFX(t+ j)), a positive RFX implies a depreciation in the Canadian dollar. The forward-lag is due to information leakage and market impact. Standard errors are
corrected for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation, following Newey and West (1987, 1994). The numerical values in the parentheses below the estimates
are t-statistics. **, *, and . stand for statistical significance based on two-sided student-t tests at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Cross-listed pairs with av-
erage daily relative premiums exceeding 1% are excluded. The observations are on a ten-minute frequency from January 1, 1998, until December 31, 2000.
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8
(Intercept) 0.000 ** 0.002 ** 0.000 0.002 **
−3.550 113.213 1.057 87.514
RP(−1) 0.483 ** 0.480 ** 0.400 ** 0.341 ** 0.419 ** 0.416 ** 0.343 ** 0.285 **
142.803 456.570 114.325 301.920 79.376 146.880 62.736 95.520
RM
US (−1) −0.013 * −0.007 0.000 0.000
−2.483 −1.620 −0.134 −0.160
RM
US −0.022 ** −0.022 ** 0.004 0.004
−3.771 −4.870 1.170 1.320
RM
US (+1) −0.007 −0.013 ** −0.001 0.000
−1.441 −2.770 −0.261 −0.117
RM
C (−1) −0.008 0.000 0.009 * −0.006
−1.144 0.008 2.277 −1.630
RM
C −0.018 ** −0.018 ** −0.002 −0.003
−2.715 −3.140 −0.574 −0.717
RM
C (+1) 0.000 −0.007 −0.005 0.008 *
−0.025 −1.310 −1.266 2.400
RFX (−1) 0.081 ** −0.169 ** 0.015 −0.004
4.605 −11.950 1.438 −0.484
RFX −0.250 ** −0.249 ** 0.023 . 0.024 *
−11.562 −16.230 1.904 2.470
RFX (+1) −0.168 ** 0.081 ** −0.004 0.014
−9.546 5.340 −0.347 1.490
|RP| and |RP(−1)| No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Adjusted R2 0.233 0.231 0.160 0.116 0.182 0.179 0.118 0.081
34 Like in Table 5, cross-listed pairs with average daily relative premiums exceeding 1% are excluded since those pairs typically are neither priced per parity nor
convergent, on average. By restricting our analysis to a smaller subsample of convergent pairs, we effectively highlight meaningful factors that drive convergence
to parity.
35 We use the average PIN across the two markets, instead of the difference. The latter measure captures price deviation rather than convergence.
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Table 7 shows that a higher PIN on either exchange very significantly impedes the convergence to parity in all specifications,
since the convergence speed parameter is reciprocal to actual speed. This contradicts the second hypothesis, raised in Section 3.2.
Uninformed traders appear to reduce relative premiums faster than informed traders. The PIN effect appears robust to the liquid-
ity of cross-listed pairs in Models 2, 3, and 4. The higher the spread on either exchange (the higher the average spread as a result)
the slower the convergence speed in Models 1, 2, and 4.
Statistical arbitrageurs profiting from relative premiums need not be informed of the issuer's fundamental value. Thus, they
are believed to be discretionary liquidity traders who are responsible for quickly converging and low-PIN cross-listed pairs.36
This novel finding is among a few articles in the literature relating the dynamics of premiums and discounts on pairs of cross-
listed shares to information asymmetry. Similarly, Gagnon and Karolyi (2010) find that, controlling for various proxies of infor-
mation asymmetry, holding costs of long-short portfolios of cross-listed pairs significantly explain the cross-sectional and
time-series variation in price parity deviations.
One arbitrageur may prefer to sell short on the NYSE and buy on the TSX, while another will sell short on the TSX and buy on
the NYSE for liquidity reasons. Thus, the use of the quote mid-points of U.S.–Canada exchange rate may be problematic.37 For ex-









SpreadNT is the percentage cross-border arbitrage profit from buying on the TSX and selling on the NYSE, and SpreadTN is from
buying on the NYSE and selling on the TSX. Either strategy may turn out more lucrative than the other due to the existence of bid-
ask spread in the exchange rate. In Table 8, monthly averages of cross-border relative quoted spreads (updated every minute) of
56 cross-listed pairs are tested for differences using the Wilcoxon test. It turns out that the two spread measures are empirically
Table 7
Cross-sectional determinants of the convergence speed of cross-listed pairs. For each cross-listed pair (i), SpeedConv(≡θi) measures the reciprocal speed of the
parity-convergence of relative premium, following Gagnon and Karolyi's (2004) empirical model:










M t þ jð Þ þ
P1
j¼−1
βFXj RFX t þ jð Þ þ εi tð Þ:
The daily relative premium (RPi(t)≡(PiUS(t)−PiC(t))/PiC(t)) can be explained by (1) its own lag (RPi(t−1)) associated with (2) the convergence speed parameter
(θi): the closer the absolute value to zero, the faster the convergence to parity; and lag-distributed (yesterday (j=−1), today (j=0), and tomorrow (j=
+1)) returns on (3) the S&P 500 Index (RMUS(t+ j)), (4) the S&P TSX Composite Index (RMC (t+ j)), and (5) the Canada–U.S. exchange rate return (RFX(t+ j)), a
positive RFX implies a depreciation in the Canadian dollar. The forward-lag is due to information leakage and market impact. The dependent variable of the
cross-sectional regressions herein is the convergence speed parameter (SpeedConv). The remaining variables are: (1) PinAvg is the arithmetic average of the
PINs of the pair on the TSX and the NYSE; (2) SpreadAvg is the arithmetic average of the bid-ask spreads of the pair on the TSX and the NYSE; (3) Size is the
proxy for firm size and defined as the average log market capitalization of the firms's listings on the TSX and the NYSE; (4) Industry equals one if the cross-lister
is a manufacturing firm per SIC classification, or zero otherwise; (5) Volume is the log of total daily trading volume; and (6) Governance is the Report on Business
governance index of Canadian firms published by Globe and Mail (McFarland (2002)). Standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation,
following Newey and West (1987, 1994). The numerical values in the parentheses below the estimates are t-statistics. **, *, and . stand for statistical significance
based on two-sided student-t tests at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. The observations are in firm-months.
SpeedConv=γ1PinAvg+γ2SpreadAvg+γ3Size+γ4 Industry+γ5Volume+γ6Governance+η.
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
PinAvg 1.281** 0.919** 1.138** 1.147**
(4.845) (3.604) (5.162) (3.060)
SpreadAvg 4.606. 3.034 1.828
(1.821) (1.487) (0.466)
Size 0.021 −0.006 −0.074 0.073
(0.207) (−0.049) (−0.537) (0.706)
Industry −0.165** −0.205** −0.227** −0.195**
(−3.436) (−2.952) (−3.203) (−3.254)




No. of Obs. 1591 1591 1591 1591
Adj.R2 0.606 0.635 0.629 0.557
36 Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) distinguish discretionary liquidity traders who can skillfully and strategically time their executions, in contrast to non-
discretionary liquidity (or noise) traders.
37 We owe this point to Bhagwan Chowdhry. In other words, dynamics in the foreign exchange market are another source of innovation to the cointegrated
system of cross-listed pairs (Grammig et al., 2005).
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equivalent. In other words, arbitrageurs' opportunities are not skewed towards either exchange by exchange rate market fric-
tions. Thus, using exchange rate mid-quotes appears reasonable.
5.3. Cross-listing effects on the home exchange
Table 9 shows fifteen Canadian firms that cross-listed on the NYSE during the sample period. Twelve firms had been listed on
the TSX before they cross-listed on the NYSE. The firms without the PIN either have cross-listing dates too near the end of the
sample period or are insufficiently liquid. For the PIN estimates before and after cross-listing events, there are eight pairs with
a six-month window, six pairs with a twelve-month window, and nine pairs with a threshold window.
The arithmetic means of the columns of the PIN in Panel A show that PIN rises around cross-listing events. The pre- versus
post-cross-listing scatter plots of PIN in Fig. 4, Panels A, B, and C. The PIN on the TSX, on average, rises upon cross-listing on
the NYSE within all event windows. The significance of the PIN increase around cross-listings can be verified by the Wilcoxon
test with the difference in PINs before and after cross-listing.38
In Panel A of Table 10, each of the null hypotheses against the alternative hypotheses is rejected at a 10% right-tail significance
level. This finding that the PIN rises on the home exchange upon cross-listing unifies and extends existing claims in the cross-
border finance literature. Cross-listing lowers transaction costs and narrows spreads on the TSX, thereby reducing noise trader
risk (Eun and Sabherwal, 2003; Fleming et al., 1996; Jones and Seguin, 1997), or excessive volatility borne by liquidity trades.
The higher degree of adverse selection in the home market (Panel A of Table 10) is the first documentation of relative cross-
listing effects on the home exchange information environment.39 Previous authors only mention the decrease in absolute magni-
tude of noise trades.
TSX-listed firms typically display negative cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) within all event windows around cross-
listings (Panel C of Table 9). This result resembles that of Foerster and Karolyi (1999). It is reasonable that Canadian firms that
cross-list in the U.S. do not benefit from a lower cost of capital. There appears to be no discernable relative premium due to di-
minishedmarket incompleteness (Merton, 1987) for Canadian cross-listers in the U.S. The higher post-cross-listing PIN intuitively
explains the negative event study returns for home-market trading. As the original TSX listings become more concentrated with
private information,40 they must reflect relative discounts in equilibrium, as in Easley et al. (2002).
Accordingly, the negative abnormal returns for TSX trading upon NYSE cross-listing are associated with greater trade informa-
tiveness as shown in Table 11. In the fixed-effect panel regression analysis, monthly abnormal returns (ReturnAb) on the TSX are
regressed on PIN, cross-listing dummy, spread, volume, return volatility, and cross-listing interaction terms. Once cross-listed, the
home-listed stocks' underperformance increases with the intensity of informed trades (PIN×CrossList). This relation is robust to
spread, volume, and volatility measures which do not appear as economically and statistically significant as PIN after cross-listing
on the NYSE. Having shown that the cross-listing firm's average underperformance, against the market, is affected by the regime
shift of idiosyncratic trade informativeness, the rise in PIN on the home exchange does not appear to be an aggregate trend coin-
ciding the event period.41
Panel B of Table 10 shows that bid-ask spreads narrow after cross-listing over the threshold window (before and after cross-
listing through the sample period), a finding consistent with Foerster and Karolyi (1998). Whether cross-listings on the NYSE en-
hances volume on the home exchange is shown in Panel C of Table 10. Statistically, the incremental effect of cross-listing on home
market liquidity is not strong, perhaps due to the limited sample size. This may also reflect Karolyi's (2006) summarizing remark
that “… Price discovery does not necessarily originate in the markets with the highest relative turnover, but rather where the in-
formed traders are going with limited market impact.”
Table 8
Test of exchange-specific liquidity skewness. SpreadNT is the percentage cross-border arbitrage profit from buying on the TSX and selling on the NYSE, and Spread-
TN is from buying on the NYSE and selling on the TSX. They are defined as:
• SpreadNT≡{askNYSE−bidTSX ⋅(US$/CAD)ask}/{bidTSX ⋅(US$/CAD)ask},
• SpreadTN≡{askTSX ⋅(US$/CAD)bid−bidNYSE}/bidNYSE.
The coordinates (i, t) denote each firm and each month, respectively. d is a differential measure defined as: d(i, t)≡SpreadTN(i, t)−SpreadNT(i, t). The Wilcoxon
test-statistic is defined as: V0≡∑ {(i, t)}1{d(i, t)>0} ⋅ρit, where ρit is the rank of {|d(i, t)|}.
H0 H1 d V0 p-value
SpreadNT=SpreadTN SpreadNT≠SpreadTN SpreadNT(i, t)−SpreadTN(i, t) 507,568 0.9407
38 H0 :PIN+3M=PIN−3M versus H1 :PIN+3M>PIN−3M, H0 :PIN+6M=PIN−6M versus H1 :PIN+6M>PIN−6M, H0 :PINafter=PINbefore versus H1 :PINafter>PINbefore.
39 In a comparable case, Chan et al. (2008) report that the PIN on B shares in China (that had only been legally traded by foreign investors) rises on opening
access to locals.
40 A higher PIN does not necessarily imply a less number of uninformed liquidity providers.
41 The regression analyses in Table 11 frees us from constructing a matching sample to verify idiosyncratic nature of the rise in PIN on the home exchange upon
cross-listing on the host exchange.
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The above findings suggest that, at least across integrated capital markets, cross-listings boost the intensity of private
information-based trading in the home market. A higher proportion of informed traders is a double-edged sword: It fosters
price discovery but exacerbates adverse selection. This shift in the information environment lends support to the claim of
Bailey et al. (2006) that cross-listings may not reduce information asymmetry. Corporate insiders may have traded on private
Table 9
Cross-listings on the NYSE by TSX-listed firms, 1998 through 2000. The PIN is the probability of informed trading, following Easley et al. (1996b). The bid-ask
spreads are defined: (1) SpreadNYSE≡ askNYSE−bidNYSEaskNYSEþbidNYSEð Þ=2; and (2) SpreadTSX≡
askTSX−bidTSX
askTSXþbidTSXð Þ=2. In order to estimate the cumulative abnormal return (CAR) around a
cross-listing on the NYSE, (1) the market model uses the S&P TSX Composite Index as the market return through the pre-run-up period ([−250,−11]) prior
to the cross-listing; then (2) the product of “gross” residuals within an event window is subtracted by one to yield the CAR.
Panel A. Cross-listing firms, 1998 through 2000
Company Industry TSX symbol TSX listing NYSE symbol NYSE listing Listing sequence
Brookfield Properties Corporation Property Management and Investment BPO 06/27/1985 BPO 06/02/1999 TSX→NYSE
Canadian Natural Resources, Ltd. Oil and Gas Producers CNQ 05/14/1976 CNQ 07/31/2000 TSX→NYSE
CGI Group Inc. Consulting GIB.A 04/21/1992 GIB 10/07/1998 TSX→NYSE
Corus Entertainment, Inc. Entertainment Services CJR.B 09/03/1999 CJR 05/10/2000 TSX→NYSE
Enerplus Resources Fund*** Oil and Gas Producers ERF.UN 03/11/1987 ERF 11/17/2000 TSX→NYSE
Gildan Activewear Inc. Household Goods GIL 06/24/1998 GIL 09/01/1999 TSX→NYSE
Intertape Polymer Group Inc. Packaging and Containers ITP 01/06/1993 ITP 08/16/1999 TSX→NYSE
MDS Inc. Medical Services MDS 06/25/1973 MDZ 04/07/2000 TSX→NYSE
Nexen, Inc. Oil and Gas Producers NXY 07/14/1971 NXY 11/14/2000 TSX→NYSE
NOVA Chemicals Corporation Chemicals NCX 07/03/1998 NCX 07/06/1998 TSX→NYSE
Shaw Communications Inc. Communications & Media SJR.B 03/25/1983 SJR 07/01/1998 TSX→NYSE
TELUS Corporation Telephone Utilities T.A 02/01/1999 TU 10/17/2000 TSX→NYSE
Celestica Inc. Electrical and Electronic Products CLS 07/07/1998 CLS 06/30/1998 NYSE→TSX
Manulife Financial Corp. Insurance MFC 09/30/1999 MFC 09/24/1999 NYSE→TSX
Sun Life Financial, Inc. Insurance SLF 03/29/2000 SLF 03/23/2000 NYSE→TSX
Panel B. PINs and spreads before and after cross-listing
PIN PIN PIN* Spread Spread Spread**
Company −3M +3M −6M +6M Before After −3M +3M −6M +6M Before After
Brookfield Properties Corporation 0.223 0.206 0.068 0.194 0.020 0.017 0.069 0.016
Canadian Natural Resources, Ltd. 0.142 0.127 0.159 0.348 0.152 0.128 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.004
CGI Group Inc. 0.183 0.283 0.176 0.277 0.256 0.226 0.268 0.151 0.181 0.123 0.150 0.055
Corus Entertainment, Inc. 0.098 0.212 0.134 0.180 0.067 0.201 0.029 0.051 0.028 0.042 0.025 0.036
Enerplus Resources Fund***
Gildan Activewear Inc.
Intertape Polymer Group Inc. 0.218 0.247 0.209 0.209 0.266 0.262 0.034 0.025 0.026 0.025 0.027 0.031
MDS Inc. 0.156 0.192 0.156 0.154 0.102 0.238 0.008 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.097 0.008
Nexen, Inc. 0.100 0.163 0.100 0.163 0.018 0.134 0.009 0.005 0.009 0.005 0.009 0.005
NOVA Chemicals Corporation 0.329 0.326 0.329 0.268 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.007
Shaw Communications Inc. 0.237 0.164
TELUS Corporation 0.120 0.338 0.559 0.047 0.336 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.005
Mean 0.168 0.235 0.180 0.259 0.112 0.207 0.045 0.028 0.033 0.024 0.062 0.017
Panel C. Cumulative abnormal returns before and after cross-listing
Company Cumulative abnormal return
[−2,+2] [−5,+5] [−10,+10] [−10,+250]
Brookfield Properties Corporation −0.045 −0.041 −0.075 −0.358
Canadian Natural Resources, Ltd. 0.042 −0.011 −0.019 −0.287
CGI Group Inc. −0.204 −0.269 −0.204 −0.757
Corus Entertainment, Inc. −0.033 −0.087 −0.047 −0.684
Enerplus Resources Fund*** 0.014 0.007 −0.027 −0.287
Gildan Activewear Inc. 0.046 −0.029 −0.124 −0.477
Intertape Polymer Group Inc. 0.031 0.040 0.083 −0.740
MDS Inc. 0.018 −0.006 −0.037 −0.341
Nexen, Inc. −0.025 −0.012 0.001 −0.364
NOVA Chemicals Corporation
Shaw Communications Inc. −0.002 0.156 0.242 0.024
TELUS Corporation −0.027 0.033 −0.011 −0.615
Mean −0.017 −0.020 −0.020 −0.444
* Arithmetic mean of monthly PIN estimates. For derivation and estimation algorithm of PIN, see Section 4.2.
** Arithmetic mean of monthly spread estimates.
*** Prior to June of 2001, Enerplus Resources Fund traded under ERF.G. Upon the merger with EnerMark, the symbol became ERF.UN.
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information after cross-listing, undermining shareholder value given the comparatively lax insider trading environment of the
TSX (King and Segal, 2004). This may contradict the bonding hypothesis (Coffee, 1999) which states that insiders have “less” in-
centive to trade after cross-listing.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we address how information asymmetry affects the relative pricing of Canadian stocks that trade across the Niagara
Falls. Our theoretical predictions are empirically supportedwith evidence on trading of Canadian shares listed on both the Toronto and
NewYork stock exchanges, from January 1998 through December 2000. The three key results indicate that “information asymmetry is
Fig. 4. Cross-listing effect on the PIN on the TSX. Above scatter plot describes various coordinates of the PIN on the TSX before (horizontal axis) and after (vertical axis)
NYSE-listing. A coordinate in the upper 45-line region denotes a rise in the PIN, whereas one in the lower region a decline. Panel B. Twelve-month ([−6 M,+6M])
window. Panel C. Threshold ([before,after]) window.
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priced” across the border, along the timeline, and around cross-listing events. The PIN proves to be a useful proxy for information
asymmetry and serves as a risk factor for the relative valuation of stocks that trade across an international border.
First, we find that the TSX typically leads the NYSE in price discovery (measured by information share) and displays a higher
PIN. In other words, the exchange with greater intensity of informed trading contributes more to price discovery. Second, we find
Table 10
Tests of cross-listing effect on home market adverse selection. The PIN is the probability of informed trading, following Easley et al. (1996b). The bid-ask spreads
are defined: (1) SpreadNYSE≡ askNYSE−bidNYSEaskNYSEþbidNYSEð Þ=2; and (2) SpreadTSX≡
askTSX−bidTSX
askTSXþbidTSXð Þ=2. Volume is the log of total daily trading volume. d is a differential measure defined for
the estimates of each quantity of interest. The Wilcoxon test-statistic is defined as: V0≡∑ {(i, t)}1{d(i, t)>0} ⋅ρit, where ρit is the rank of {|d(i, t)|}, and the coordinates
(i, t) denote each firm and each period, respectively.
Panel A. Cross-listing effect on the PIN on the TSX
[−3 M,+3 M] [−6 M,+6 M] Threshold
H0 PIN+3M=PIN−3M PIN+6M=PIN−6M PINafter=PINbefore
H1 PIN+3M>PIN−3M PIN+6M>PIN−6M PINafter>PINbefore
d PIN+3M−PIN−3M PIN+6M−PIN−6M PINafter−PINbefore
V0 33 14 30
p-value 0.01953 0.05282 0.05469
Panel B. Cross-listing effect on bid–ask spread on the TSX
[−3 M,+3 M] [−6 M,+6 M] Threshold
H0 Spread+3M=Spread−3M Spread+6M=Spread−6M Spreadafter=Spreadbefore
H1 Spread+3MbSpread−3M Spread+6MbSpread−6M SpreadafterbSpreadbefore
d Spread−3M−Spread+3M Spread−6M−Spread+6M Spreadbefore−Spreadafter
V0 45 48 72
p-value 0.34820 0.25740 0.05260
Panel C. Cross-listing effect on volume on the TSX
[−3 M,+3 M] [−6 M,+6 M] Threshold
H0 Volume+3M=Volume−3M Volume+6M=Volume−6M Volumeafter=Volumebefore
H1 Volume+3M>Volume−3M Volume+6M>Volume−6M Volumeafter>Volumebefore
d Volume+3M−Volume−3M Volume+6M−Volume−6M Volumeafter−Volumebefore
V0 42 39 58
p-value 0.7293 0.6285 0.9433
Table 11
Fixed-effect panel regressions of abnormal returns of TSX-listed stocks. 12 TSX-listed firms cross-listed on the NYSE through the sample period: January 1, 1998
through December 31, 2000. For each firm (i) and in each month (t), (1) the abnormal return (ReturnAb), dependent variable of the panel regressions herein, is
estimated following Binder (1998), using the S&P TSX Composite Index to obtain the market return; (2) PIN is the monthly estimate of the probability of informed
trading, following Easley et al. (1996b); (3) CrossList is a dummy variable which equals one in the month of cross-listing on the NYSE, or zero otherwise; (4)
Spread is the monthly average relative quoted spread; (5) Volume is the monthly average of the log of daily total trading volume; and (6) Volatility is the standard
deviation of daily returns multiplied by √250/12. Standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation, following Newey and West (1987,
1994). The numerical values in the parentheses below the estimates are t-statistics. **, *, and . stand for statistical significance based on two-sided student-t
tests at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. The observations are in firm-months.
ReturnAb ¼ β0 þ β1 PIN þ β2 CrossList þ β3 Spreadþ β4Volumeþ β5Volatility
þβ6 PIN  CrossList þ β7 Spread CrossList
þβ8Volume CrossList þ β9Volatility CrossList þ ε
.
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
(Intercept) 0.024 0.025. 0.025. 0.020 0.017 0.020
(1.636) (1.670) (1.652) (1.300) (1.148) (1.248)
PIN −0.050 −0.037 −0.034 −0.065 −0.020 0.005
(−0.456) (−0.320) (−0.294) (−0.566) (−0.175) (0.041)
CrossList −0.035. −0.037. −0.037. −0.028 −0.024 −0.025
(−1.886) (−1.911) (−1.898) (−1.447) (−1.278) (−1.297)
PIN×CrossList −0.255. −0.264. −0.266. −0.251. −0.306* −0.336*
(−1.716) (−1.747) (−1.754) (−1.686) (−2.056) (−2.138)
Spread −0.280 −0.281 −0.296 −0.548
(−0.356) (−0.355) (−0.382) (−0.559)
Volume 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.204) (−0.570) (1.491) (1.427)








No. of Obs. 218 218 218 218 218 218
Adj.R2 0.039 0.035 0.031 0.071 0.086 0.079
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that New York and Toronto prices of lower-PIN stocks converge more rapidly, suggesting a preponderance of discretionary liquid-
ity traders yields a low PIN and fosters attempts at arbitrage given there are fewer informed traders around. Finally, the PIN for
TSX trading typically rises with cross-listing on the NYSE. This not only explains negative cross-listing announcement event
study returns but also unifies and extends existing findings in the literature. Previous authors mention reduced noise trader
risk as a result of decreased transaction costs on the home exchange following cross-listings. That fragmentation due to cross-
listing aggravates adverse selection, or exacerbates transparency in order flow, on the home exchange may offer useful insight
into recent research direction in market microstructure.
There are numerous unresolved issues for cross-listings between integratedmarkets. The consequences of cross-listings by Ca-
nadian firms we have shown imply that insiders may trade more in their home market once their company cross-list overseas.
This is a potential downside of cross-listing. As this contradicts the bonding hypothesis, we leave a testable hypothesis for future
research. In contrast, the cross-listing of emerging market firms may warrant higher event study returns on their home ex-
changes. This is possible if, for emerging market companies, the bonding effect dominates the adverse selection effect we have
shown in this paper.
We would like to note limitations of this study. Unlike Gagnon and Karolyi (2010), the relative premiums we have measured
may overstate actual relative arbitrage returns since we do not account for arbitrage costs. The cross-listing effect on the TSX can
be assessed in a finer detail by estimating effective transaction costs following Bessembinder and Kaufman (1997), Hasbrouck
(2009), and Tiwari (2004). By incorporating random shocks from the foreign exchange market (Grammig et al., 2005) into
quote analysis of the cross-listed pairs on the TSX and the NYSE, more light can be shed on unanswered questions in this litera-
ture. Lastly, although our choice of the sample period (January 1, 1998 through December 31, 2000) is random, this coincides with
the Internet bubble when investors' euphoria was prevalent in both markets across Niagara Falls. Thus, expanding the period to-
wards a later date will substantiate our findings shown in the paper.
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Appendix A. Proofs
From the model in Section 2, we have
β0i ¼
υ








1þ rð Þ ωIi þωUi








ωIi τε= τε þ τυð Þf g
1þ rð Þ ωIi þωUi









1þ rð Þ ωIi þωUi




1þπ2i η2 τε τy
; ωIi≡πi η τε þ τυð Þ; ωUi ≡ 1−πið Þη ϕiτε þ τυð Þ; for all i=T(SX), N(YSE).
For brevity, we omit the exchange subscript i in the following proofs.
Proposition 1. ∂β0(π)/∂π>0, for all π∈(0,1).
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thus π∈(0,1) implies −τyτεπ2η2+2τyτsπη2+1>0, hence ∂(ωI+ωU)/∂π>0. Therefore,








> 0 for all π∈ 0;1ð Þ: ð33Þ
Proposition 2. ∂βS(π)/∂π>0, for all π∈(0,1).
Proof. An analogous argument to the proof of Proposition 1 leads to
∂βS πð Þ
∂π ¼




2η2τ2ε þ τυτyπ2η2τε þ πτε þ τυ
	 
2 > 0 for all π∈ 0;1ð Þ: ð34Þ
Proposition 3. ∂βY(π)/∂πb0, for some large π.
Proof. A direct partial differentiation gives
∂βY πð Þ
∂π ¼ −




2η2τ2ε þ τυτyπ2η2τε þ πτε þ τυ
	 
2 ; ð35Þ
where the solutions for π2η4τy2τε2+τυπ2η4τy2τε+2πη2τyτε+2τυπη2τy−τυη2τy+1=0 are
π ¼ − 1
η2τyτε τυ þ τεð Þ
τυ þ τε þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi




π ¼ − 1
η2τyτε τυ þ τsð Þ
τυ þ τε−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi





Thus, if τυη2τyb1, there exists some constant c∈(0,1) such that ∂βY(π)/∂π≷0 for π≶c; and if τυη2τy>1, then ∂βY(π)/∂πb0 for
all π∈(0,1). Therefore, ∂βY(π)/∂πb0 for some large π.
Proposition 4. ∂βA(π)/∂πb0, for all π∈(0,1).




=∂π > 0 for all π∈ 0;1ð Þ: ð38Þ
Therefore, ∂βA(π)/∂π={∂βA(π)/∂(ωI+ωU)}{∂(ωI+ωU)/∂π}>0 for all π∈(0,1).
Proposition 5. There exists no arbitrage in an equilibrium if pN−pT=βN0−βT0.
Proof. The prices of a TSX–NYSE cross-listed pair are, respectively,
pT ¼ β0T þ βSTΔS−βYTΔYT−βAT xAT ; ð39Þ
pN ¼ β0N þ βSNΔS−βYNΔYN−βANxAN : ð40Þ
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ΔSþ βYNΔYN−βYTΔYT−βANxAT þ βATxAN ; ð41Þ











thus, in an equilibrium (ΔS=ΔYT=ΔYN), the no-arbitrage (μ=0) condition must be
pN−pT ¼ β0N−β0T : ð43Þ
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